
 

East West Quantum Leap Silk Torrent VERIFIED

this library was recorded by eastwest studios' top engineers with vintage neumann microphones at eastwest studios in culver city,
california. the library comes on two cds and includes a detailed booklet with information on sampling world instruments. the library includes

the following instruments: dudukkas, erhus, alpenhorns, dudukkas, dudukkas, komors, fiddles, erhuas, gongs, and dafs. we believe this is
the most complete sampling library of its kind. its sampling is all done in a sampled manner and not the real thing. the sound quality is

great and the articulation and sound quality make it a must have for recording and sampling in the studio. its good sounding and very easy
to use. this is a complete world instrument library, which covers a broad range of instruments, including the most exotic of them all - the

dudukkas and dudukkas! another great variety of world instruments in which the sounds of east west studios have been recorded with high-
end microphones at east west studios in culver city, california. the release is a milestone in the history of sampling and the virtual

instrument industry. because of the size and complexity of the project, i brought in two talented producers, pacemaker and tony austin to
co-produce ra with me. they have worked on some other quantum leap projects and had some great ideas for ra. we spent time hunting

down the best ethnic artists on the west coast. los angeles is so ethnically diverse and blessed with excellent institutions like cal arts, it is
actually the ideal place to record a rare and ethnic collection.
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